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LOGIC DYEING
One-bath isothermal scouring
and dyeing concept

LOGIC DYEING
LOGIC DYEING is an innovative concept to
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Fabric processes in rope form has better
displacement and changes its position faster at
higher temperatures, which minimises the risk
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Technical features of TANALEV® K-DC 01
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preventing hardness related precipitations.
Highlights of the LOGIC DYEING concept


LOGIC DYEING allows to reduce the process time
particularly when dull and dark shades have to
be processed.



Filling and draining time can be reduced which
leads to less water and energy consumption.



on dye house productivity.


LOGIC DYEING is less aggressive than traditional
alkaline scouring processes therefore protecting
cellulosic fibres against degradation and keeping
some of the cottons’ natural softness.



(1) TANALEV® K-DC 01

(2 & 3) Conventional nonionics

Lower processing costs will have a positive effect

Particularly at higher processing temperatures
(60°C) the wetting out is superior and more
homogeneous.

It is effective in the whole temperature range
even with large amounts of electrolytes. This
differs from conventional nonionic products
whose turbidity level decreases together with
their best characteristics. See photo above.
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Pronouncing Right-First-Time processing.

LOGIC DYEING:
Less water and energy
One-bath
Greige dyeing
Isothermal
Cellulosics
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